Left Flank Wall Trail and Military Wall Trail are located in the Red River Gorge on the Cumberland District. Trails begin from Rough Trail #221 near the Martin Fork Parking Area on KY 77.

Quad: Slade  Surface: Dirt  County: Powell  Closest Town: Slade

Left Flank Wall #231
Left Flank Wall Trail is a short, steep trail that provides access to the Left Flank climbing area. From the parking area, hike across the road and walk back toward the tunnel. You will see the trailhead for Military Wall and Left Flank on your left. Walk across the wooden bridge then continue straight. The trail to Military Wall will branch off to your right about 20 feet after crossing the bridge. Continue ahead on the trail. Cross the stream with some stepping stones and hike up the hill using the trail on your left. Follow the trail uphill to the base of Left Flank.

Begins: Rough Trail #221  Length: .25 mile  Latitude: 37.82000624
Ends: Left Flank Wall  Difficulty: Moderate  Longitude: -83.66715662

Military Wall #230
Military Wall Trail is short, steep trail that provides access to the Military Wall climbing area from Rough Trail #221.

Begins: Rough Trail #221  Length: .25 mile  Latitude: 37.82000624
Ends: Military Wall  Difficulty: Moderate  Longitude: -83.66715662

Storing Your Food and Trash in Bear Country
Food and trash storage is mandatory, to reduce odors that attract bears. Unless cooking or eating, store your food inside a hardtop vehicle, the trunk of a car or a bear-resistant container. When camping in the backcountry hang your food at least 10 feet off the ground and four feet away from a tree.
Forest Service authorization is required prior to the development of any new climbing routes involving the permanent installation of new fixed anchors, new trail construction, or clearing of vegetation.